F-SECURE
PHISHD
Improve your security culture
Human error is a common contributor to cyber
security incidents. Even if your organization has
invested significantly in security controls, those
controls are irrelevant if adversaries exploit the
vulnerabilities of your workforce.
F-Secure Phishd is a managed service designed to
reduce risk by measurably improving security culture
and employee behavior by educating and empowering
your employees. The stronger your organization’s
security culture, the more resilient your employees will
be to social engineering attempts against them.

F-SECURE PHISHD | www.f-secure.com/business

Key benefits
• Measurable improvement in employee security behavior
• Scientific approach and insights leading to genuine
behavior change
• Tailored, customized and targeted service relevant to
your organization
• Mitigates risks to your business and brand reputation
from phishing attacks
• Connect with our cyber security experts with unique
real-life insight to the most recent attacks

SERVICE OFFERINGS
Security Culture Program tailored to achieve the greatest
possible improvement in security culture and reduction in
risk from employee behavior.

Microsoft Outlook Reporting Plugin for employees to report
suspicious emails and receive feedback. Suspicious emails are
automatically assessed, given a risk rating and delivered to your SOC.

5-step approach to measurably improve security behavior
1. INVESTIGATE
Broad assessment of how employees
would perform in the event of a real attack
and where the threats could originate
from. Simulated attacks provide a practical
demonstration of a cyber attack and are
used across all steps to provide insights
and measure the impact of the security
culture program.

3. EMPOWER
Deployment of tools, technology and
processes that empower employees to
develop positive security behaviors. With
our Microsoft Outlook Reporting plugin
employees can report suspicious emails at
the click of a button and have them
automatically assessed.

2. EDUCATE
Our training is designed using behavioral
science principles in order to effect three
core drivers of behavior: knowledge,
attitude and process. Training is targeted at
groups known to have specific issues and
characteristics, making it truly relevant and
impactful to your organization.

4. ITERATE
Continuous assessments not only keep
awareness high, but also allow you to measure
the improvement in employee behavior over
time. This enhances employees’ attitude,
behavior and knowledge, and can identify
future assessment or training needs.

5. ADDRESS
Reporting is provided on the outcome of
campaigns and training. Our reports are
suitable for executive, HR and technical
audiences and contain an executive
overview, executive summary, detailed
findings and recommendations.

